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1) introduction

This document is the result of the activities carried out during the

Erasmus+ Learning and Training Teaching activity, "Taking

Action to Change the World", which took place online on 24-26

March 2021.

 

This activity was part of the  Erasmus + project "Entrepreneurial

Young Citizens of Modern Europe".

 

Students from Poland, Hungary, Croatia and Spain got together online

to learn about young entrepreneurial people making a difference in

their communities and to share their own experiences.

 

The last workshop in the programme was called: "Take Action to

Change the World", which was meant to encourge  young people to be

entrepreneurial and take social action in order to create a positive

impact in their communities. 

 

This was the process: 

 1. We created working groups and ask them to identify a social

problem in their communities and try to create an impact project to

solve such problem.  

2.  We asked them to create a presentation about their project

answering to the following questions: 

◦ What action do you want to implement? Where? 

◦ Which is you goal? What do you want to achieve? 

◦ How are you going to make it happen?

         3. Then, each group shared their action plans in an online plenary

and on a Padlet.

The following pages show their action plans to tackle social issues

that include the environment, LGBTI community's rights,

women's rights, human rights and animal rights. 

 

We are very proud of how resourcelful, creative and committed our

"entepreneurial young citizens" proved. Enjoy their work. 



plant more trees 

plant vegetables and fruit for self using 

more rubbish bin on the streets=> recycling the waste -use public transport 

educate young people about the problems 

use alternative energy sources 

make an organization to draw attention to it

Our opinions: 

(Nike-HU)

2) How to take action 
to protect the Environment

 
 
 
 
 

Our logo: 

Plant vegetables and fruits in our garden, if we have them. so we don't have

to buy them in store. It's more healthy and cheaper. 

educate young people about ecology problems so they can be active from a

young age. 

start organizations in our communities. we can start in our schools 

Other things you can do (by Karolina)

"The reason why I chose the environment group is I care about what is around

me, I don't want to 'kill the word', I'd like to protect it. Planting trees can be a

great help to slow down air pollution. Plant vegetables and fruits in our garden,

if we have them. so we don't have to buy them in store. It's more healthy and

cheaper." (Klaudia-Hu)

"I think it is important because

we are destroying our planet

and if we don't do anything

about it, we don't know how we

will be able to live in the future."

(Esther-Sp)

Raise your voice for a

better future !! 

Students for the environment - Team 1 

Nikolett (HU) , Emilio (SP), Esther (SP), Karolina,
Klaudia H (HU), Klaudia Hegedús (HU), Rubén

D (SP), Xochilt and Carmen (SP) .
 

There are many environmental problems

today, for example pollution, global warming,

climate change and the greenhouse effect.

But, what can we do to protect our

environment and raise awareness? 

 



TNatalia, Spain 
Ivana, Croatia 

Viktoria, Hungary 
Samuel, Spain 
Betti, Hungary 
Lucija, Croatia 
Cristina, Spain 
Reka, Hungary 

Andzelika, Poland 
Konrad, Poland

 
 

 

What we can do:  we could organize a cleaning session around their school, and maybe

the school should sponsor short trips to the nearby forests and places like that. It's just a

small step, but maybe if we teach in school, during our young years that environmental

protection is important we could avoid destroying the whole planet. 

Because we don't have a planet B. We must protect what we have.

 

Since fuel is a big problem for

the environment, we should use

public transport more. Best

option for the environment is to

walk more and to cycle. 

 

Schools could organise "Plant

days" where teachers take

students on elds to plant trees.

Also, schools should educate

students about taking care of

the environment, recycling and

climate change more. 

 

Students for the environment - Team 2 

OUR POSTER:

The main problem is that we as kids,

teenagers don't have a clue what is

going on in the world. What is

happening with our planet. So we

thought we should start with a

movement, where we go to schools and

talk about the topic, make a

presentation, and ask some qualified

people to help us with the presentation.

We should call them special guests. 



3) Supporting LGBTQ Community
 
 
 

We are the group of teenagers from Poland and

Hungary and we are fighting against homophobia. 

We have organized campaigns in schools, started

educating young people about LGBT community.

Informing that this is natural and it is not a disease, these

people are not worse, we are the same. We are all equal.

 

We found a sponsors, CAH, Lambda Warsaw and starts

sharing informations in social media that 

Love has no gender!  
 

Our poster: Polish LGBT teenagers 

 

 
Bianka, Hungary 
Selena, Poland
Patrycja, Poland 
Patrycja, Poland 
Julia, Poland 
Karolina, Poland 

 

Love is love

88% of Polish LGBT

teenagers aren't

accepted by their

fathers 75% of Polish

LGBT teenagers aren't

accepted by their

mothers 70% of Polish

LGBT teenagers have

suicidal thoughts. 



4) Actions to support 
Women's Rights

 
 
 

Recently, it's so loud about women's rights in Poland. Few weeks ago people

organised a march of women rights, caused by government changes. 

Some people still think women have lower laws than men 

 
Strikes in order for the government to see us = call local authorities to ask

about permission to gather in the main street and inform them that we want to

make a strike, we need also prepare big posters . 

Raising money + spots in social media ( Facebook and Instagram )= prepare short

film to show that abortion is needed and normal.

Campaign at schools to raise awareness among young people.

Action + plan 

We are supporting Women's Rights. We choose this topic cause currently in

Poland there are heated debate about abortion law. In compare to Spain and

Croatia , where abortion is legal, in Poland we don't have a choice.

We are Maja, Alba, Laura , Martyna, Malwina, Juanmi, Gabrijela, Kacper, Nicole, Ewa, Julia 

OUR POSTER:

Red lightning is a

symbol of

women's rights

in Poland



5) Students pro Human's Rights
 
 
 UYGHUR GENOCIDE

"Since 2014, the Chinese government the direction of the Chinese Communist

Party has pursued a police leading to more then one milion Uyghurs being

held in secretive detention camps without any legal process in what has

become the largest - scale detention of ethnic and religious minorities since

the Second World War." - Lucija, Croatia 

 

 

 
 

ACTION AND PLAN

- teachers Snježana and Vesna - write articles for local newspapers, they

organize radio talk show on the topic where are experts talk about raising

awareness about Uyghur genocide and invite listeners to participate, make

Facebook profile page of the project where all activities will be upload and

update

 

Ivona, Snježana, Ana, Barbara, Bruna, Lucija, Ivna, Nikolina and Vesna

OUR POSTER:

WE NEED TO 

TAKE ACTION!



6) Students against Racism
 
 
 

Black Lives Matter

A lot of people have been misinformed about the BLM

movement due to propaganda on TV. Black people

have been murdered, falsely accused, falsely put on

the death sentence, portrayed in a negative way in

the media, from commoners to celebrities, black

people have been disrespected and done wrong in

every way, shape and form. The normalization of non

black people saying the n word is also extremely

disrespectful. The use of aave is also very

disrespectful when used by non black people. 

How to prevent?

A lot of people are un-educated,

especially kids who's parents, family and

soroundings in general are racist,

ignorant etc. We have to start putting

anti-racism in books in school, have

organisations everywhere, campagnes.

We have to start telling people that no

matter what they think and what their

intentions are, if poc are offended by

your actions, gestures or words, you

have to stop doing it. 

Igor - Croatia
Karlo - Croatia
Dominik - Poland
Lorena and Andrea - Croatia
Alicja, Isa - Spain
Daniela - Croatia
Adam, Michael - Poland

Raise awareness about racism

- Stop racist behaviours and stereotypes

- Do a campaign for children about bad sides of racism

- Watch some movies about racism, f.e. "Greenbook"

- Workshops about beeing discriminated

OUR POSTER:



Homeless animals 

There are many homeless animals in the world. We would like to introduce you to

this topic and tell you about a few actions in which you can take part. 

Only 1 of 10 dogs born will have a permanent home.The main reasons animals are in

shelters: owners give them up or animal control ends them on the streets. 

 

7) Students supporting Animals
 
 

"Many schools in Częstochowa want to help shelters and organise

collections to pick foods, blankets, pet toys and a lot of necessary things

for animals. You can also report to volunteer and go with dogs for walks

to give them some love." (Ania PL) 

 
Misia & Julia, Daria, Ania - Poland 
Klaudia & Dora, Levi, Zalan - Hun 

Antonia - Croatia 
 

If you want a pet and

you can please adopt

dog or cat and give

them loving home and

lot of love.

Escape room

created by the team about animal shelters around the world.

OUR POSTER:


